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US and FCC
US physicists are actively participating in FCC PED work

● Up to 25% of the research time of physicists 
funded by the US DOE can be used for work on 
experiments for future colliders.

● US DOE and CERN signed bilateral agreement in 
December 2020 for DOE labs to participate in 
FCC feasibility study.

● Several US institutions have FCC MOUs  October 
2022 (note e.g. Maryland does not have one, so 
this is an undercount of US activity)

● We are having US workshop  April 24-26 at 
Brookhaven National Lab.

● There are US physicists that are FCC physics 
group conveners 
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Larger scale participation depends on a positive outcome from the process within the 
US that sets funding priorities in particle physics (broadly): “P5” (Particle Physics 
Project Prioritization Panel), which has just started, and will take place over the 
course of this year with a report for HEPAP approval in October 2023.



P5: particle physics project prioritization panel

● P5 is organized by the US DOE and NSFas a subpanel of the agencies’ 
advisory panel, HEPAP.

● The US Congress is strongly supportive of the P5 prioritization 
process, and NSF and DOE use it to guide funding
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The P5 process
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● Takes as one of its inputs the report(s) of the “bottoms-up” 
Snowmass process, in 2021

● While Snowmass was originally scheduled for a one year 
duration, was extended until summer 2022 due to COVID

● Culminated in the Snowmass workshop in Seattle and the 
Snowmass report https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.06581

● (some slides on what is in this report later in the talk)

http://seattlesnowmass2021.net/

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.06581


Last P5
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● The last P5 report was in 2013-2014. Charge: “Updated strategic plan for 
U.S. high energy physics that can be executed over a 10-year timescale, in 
the context of a 20-year global vision of the field.”

● The report identified five key scientific drivers:



2013-2014 P5 report: collider recommendations
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Recognized the strength of collider physics as a tool for particle physics, and the importance of doing 
this physics in an international context.  Strong support for HL-LHC, ILC, and a future proton collider.



P5 sets priorities for many parts of fundamental science

● Generally believed adherence to the report has had a 
good impact on funding

● Most of the projects recommended in the last P5 are in 
operations and analysis (green).  A few, including 
HL-LHC, are still in fabrication/construction (blue).  ILC 
and DM G3 are still in conceptual/technical design.
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New P5 charge at December 2022 HEPAP meeting
For complete text, see DOE HEP Associate Director talk at 
https://science.osti.gov/hep/hepap/Meetings/202212.

I extract some text I found particularly relevant to FCC.
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Again, a 10-year strategic plan with a 20-year vision for the field

https://science.osti.gov/hep/hepap/Meetings/202212


P5 charge
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Balance between US-hosted projects and programs with those hosted abroad



P5 panel

The members of the P5 panel are chosen for their 
expertise in fundamental physics.  CERN-based 
collider physics is well represented.

Chair is Hitoshi Murayama, Deputy is Karsten 
Heeger.  Joanne Hewitt is chair of HEPAP.

Should produce a report on the time scale of a 
year.  Report will be reviewed by HEPAP and they 
will send to NSF/DOE their recommendation 
regarding its acceptance.

Have heard P5 considering to add more members 
to its panel.
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Other P5 inputs
P5 considers input from meetings with proponents that they will organize and “town hall” meetings open to 
all. They also consider the documentation that was produced during the community-driven Snowmass 
process, which took place over 2021 and 2022, and was organized by the Division of Particles and Fields 
(DPF) of the American Physical Society (APS).  The US community interested in FCC provided input to 
several of the “Frontiers”, that produced reports based on white papers submitted by proponents within 
the community (on order 500 submitted).
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From the US, Dmitri Denisov, Andy 
Lankford, and I will work with the 
international FCC team to organize input.  
We will also work with the US accelerator 
and international accelerator community.  Muryama’s talk 

at HEPAP



Energy Frontier report Joel Butler (DPF chair), HEPAP
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Accelerator Frontier Joel Butler (DPF chair), HEPAP
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Other panels giving input to DOE/NSF
National Academies: Elementary Particle Physics 2024, Professors Maria Spiropulu (CalTech) and Michael 
Turner (Chicago) co-chairs.  More information at https://science.osti.gov/hep/hepap/Meetings/202212.  A few 
screen grabs from that talk.
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https://science.osti.gov/hep/hepap/Meetings/202212


Other panels giving input to DOE/NSF
International benchmarking panel, Bonnie Fleming, Patricia McBride, co-chairs.  More information at: 
https://science.osti.gov/hep/hepap/Meetings/202212.  A few screen grabs.
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https://science.osti.gov/hep/hepap/Meetings/202212


Summary

● The NSF and DOE have a process for 
prioritizing funding that is based on a 
long-range strategic plan, P5.

● A new cycle has begun.  Report 
expected by late 2023 and topical Town 
Hall meetings are being planned by the 
P5 panel.

● In the meantime, the number of 
US-based physicists actively involved in 
FCC continues to grow.
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backup
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P5 charge
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P5 charge
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